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Abstract: Transitioning towards carbon-free energy has brought severe difficulties related to reduced
inertia in electric power systems. Regarding frequency stability, low-inertia systems are more sensitive
to disturbance, and traditional frequency control is becoming insufficient to maintain frequency within
acceptable limits. Consequently, there is a necessity for faster frequency support that can be activated
before the primary frequency control and that can decelerate further frequency decay. This paper
proposes a local control strategy for a multi-stage fast frequency response (FFR) provided as an
ancillary service that considers the location of the disturbance and the distribution of system inertia.
The novelty of the presented control strategy is the ranking of FFR resources by price, which takes
the economic component into consideration. The proposed control is simple, based only on RoCoF
measurements that trigger the activation of FFR resources. Its advantage over other methods is
the ability to adapt the FFR resource response to the disturbance without complex calculations and
the ability to ensure a bigger response closer to the disturbance, as well as in low-inertia parts of
the system. In that way, there is a bigger activation of resources in the parts of the system that are
more endangered by disturbances, which, as a result, minimizes the propagation of the disturbance’s
impact on system stability. The applicability of the presented method is demonstrated in a simple
3-area power system and IEEE 68-bus system implemented in MATLAB/Simulink. The results show
that the proposed control enables the largest response closer to the disturbance, thus mitigating the
propagation of the disturbance. Furthermore, the results confirm that the proposed control enables
lower provision costs and more support in low-inertia areas that are more vulnerable to disturbances.

Keywords: frequency stability; fast frequency control; power system dynamics; low-inertia system

1. Introduction

The increasing integration of converter-connected renewables, along with phasing
out of coal-fired power plants, contributes to a decrease in power system inertia. Reduced
inertia diminishes the ability of an electric power system (EPS) to withstand frequency de-
viations after a disturbance [1,2]. As a result, large frequency deviations and, consequently,
high values of the Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF) can cause cascading outages that
can lead to a system blackout [1]. Additionally, frequency deviations are not simultaneous
and equally distributed across the EPS [3]. Therefore, a large disturbance can potentially
trigger the islanding of part of a system, especially in the case of a non-uniformly dis-
tributed inertia [4]. Large and fast changes in frequency after a disturbance are particularly
common in naturally isolated power systems that have a high share of solar and wind
farms, such as Ireland [5], the United Kingdom [6] and South Australia [7]. Problems of this
kind are expected to become even more critical with current decarbonization ambitions [8].
The conventional primary frequency control (PFC), provided by synchronous generators,
is no longer fast enough to reliably limit frequency deviations in low-inertia systems [9–13].
For this reason, it is necessary to consider new solutions for frequency control that can be
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adapted to the power system with a large share of power electronics devices, and this was
the initial incentive for our paper.

Some solutions suggest limiting the share of non-synchronous generation, i.e., the
constraint that refers to the minimum required inertia [9], or reducing the size of the
largest generation unit [11] to ensure stable power system operation. Although these
applications can keep the frequency within the allowed limits, they are not cost-effective
or environmentally favorable. Another solution is seen in new frequency control ancillary
services from converter-connected resources, such as energy storage [14], PVs [15], wind
turbines [16], HVDC [17], demand responses [18], etc. Those resources can change active
power output quickly, within less than one second from disturbance event detection [19].

In [16,20,21], frequency control is modelled as a typical droop-based frequency re-
sponse, where active power support is proportional to frequency deviation and increases
with time as frequency declines. Although these controls provide an active power response
faster than the synchronous machine primary controller, the response is the smallest im-
mediately after a disturbance, and it has a smaller contribution towards restraining the
frequency nadir [22].

References [23–25] propose synthetic inertia (SI) control strategies that provide active
power support that is proportional to the RoCoF. Consequently, the delivered frequency
response of SI decreases with time as the RoCoF decreases after the disturbance. These
types of control are mimicking a natural response and inherent feature of a conventional
synchronous generator. Nevertheless, they do not effectively utilize the fast response
capability of fast-acting resources, since the output active power changes and the energy
support provided in the timeframe before the frequency reaches the minimum is smaller
than it is in the case of static active power output.

Contrary to SI and droop-based frequency control, or a combination of both [26],
the control strategy in this paper proposes static fast frequency response (FFR) which is
triggered at a certain RoCoF level, instead of using a dynamic frequency response that
is proportional to the RoCoF or a frequency deviation. The proposed static FFR delivers
constant power in reference to the RoCoF level in a timeframe before the frequency reaches
nadir. Similar static FFR is used by TSOs in the UK [6] and Ireland [27].

On the other hand, for the TSOs, it is more convenient to engage FFR services at
a lower cost, assuming a merit order system. Therefore, we included the prioritization
component to ensure lower provision costs of FFR. On the economic side, FFR control
strategies are mostly aimed at maximizing the profit of the FFR service providers [28,29],
or at economic dispatch simultaneously minimizing the cost of reserve services [30,31].
However, refs. [30,31] it considers only costs of reserve allocating but does not address
the costs of the deployed reserve in the case of a disturbance. It should be noted that FFR
control strategies are designed to provide frequency support quickly, and therefore it is
difficult to be coordinated in that way to provide FFR in a cost-efficient way. To fill this
research gap, we propose a multi-stage FFR control strategy that ranks reserves based on
the provision cost. The novelty of the proposed solutions lies in the fact that the control
strategy prioritizes the use of low-cost reserves in the case of a less severe disturbance. It
activates the low-cost reserve first and enables TSO to reduce reserve provision cost in the
case of less severe disturbances.

Although the need for FFR in low inertia systems has been widely recognized, the
existing papers mostly focus on strategies for dispatching specific types of energy sources
as well as on the analyses of the size and allocation of different FFR resources, as shown
in [14–19]. In this paper, the authors investigate the FFR control strategy independently
from the specific technology of service providers. The closest paper related to the presented
paper is [32], in which the authors propose the design of a control strategy for FFR ancillary
service to be provided by a range of different resources. The design of the control strategy
presented in [32] relies on WAMC system infrastructure, and, although it can deploy FFR
in a coordinated and optimized manner, it is also a complex and high-cost solution (WAMS
program equipment, measurement RTUs, etc.). Decisions on FFR deployment are per-
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formed in real time and therefore rely on information about EPS states and communication
infrastructure. Likewise, we have proposed FFR deployment; however, the control strategy
boils down to using local measurements of the RoCoF to avoid the need for placing new
communication infrastructure. Moreover, the multi-stage approach allows the deployed
active power support to be proportional to the size of disturbance, and it prioritizes the use
of a low-cost FFR reserve with no calculations in real time, which presents an advantage
over that which is presented in [32].

Until this point, we have explained the research area and the need for further re-
search as the EPS becomes less responsive to frequency drops. We further elaborate
on the main advantages of the presented method over the references in the literature
above [16,20,21,23–25,32]:

• Contrary to SI and droop-based frequency control, the proposed FFR control delivers
constant power in reference to the RoCoF level. Therefore, it effectively utilizes the
fast response capability of fast-acting resources and has a bigger contribution towards
restraining the frequency nadir.

• The proposed frequency control strategy uses only local measurements of the RoCoF.
This eliminates the need for placing new and additional communication infrastructure.
Most importantly, unpredictable time delays due to data transmissions are avoided,
resulting in an even faster and more reliable response of FFR.

• During the transient period after a disturbance, frequency drops and the RoCoF have the
largest values near the location of the disturbance and in low-inertia areas. Consequently,
the FFR reserve, which is triggered by locally measured RoCoF, is most deployed in the
area where the disturbance occurred, which retains disturbance propagation.

• The proposed multi-stage FFR control strategy ranks reserves based on the provision
cost and prioritizes the use of low-cost reserves in case of less severe disturbances.
The multi-stage approach gives priority to the low-cost FFR reserve in the case of less
critical disturbances and enables TSO to reduce reserve provision costs.

To summarize, the proposed control concept relies on local measurements only and
does not need communication infrastructure. Therefore, this solution supports simple
and low-cost implementation. The multi-stage principle is introduced as a simple way
to deploy reserves proportional to disturbance and to reduce deployment costs for FFR
ancillary service. The proposed FFR control scheme considers the non-uniform distribution
of inertia in the system and the location of the disturbance. The novelty of the proposed
solution lies in the fact that the control strategy can rank different kinds of FFR resources
based on location and performance and can prioritize the use of low-cost reserves in the
case of less severe disturbances. Its advantage over other methods is the ability to adapt
FFR resource response to the disturbance without complex calculations and to minimize
the propagation of the disturbance’s impact on system stability.

The proposed FFR control strategy is beneficial for:

• System operators: From an economic perspective, the proposed control strategy
reduces provision costs, since the deployed FFR reserves are proportional to the size
of the disturbance, and low-cost FFR resources are prioritized. From a technical
perspective, the FFR control strategy deploys more reserves in parts of the system that
are more affected by disturbances and thus contributes more to frequency stability.

• Consumers: Since the operational costs are mapped to the consumers through the cost
of electricity, reduced frequency reserve costs decrease consumer expenses.

• Service providers: The proposed control solution favors FFR resources located in more
vulnerable areas (low inertia areas), which can motivate investors to invest in FFR
resources in locations that contribute more to system stability. This market-oriented
solution leads to efficient investment decisions that can contribute towards a more
resilient system.

This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, a theoretical background with a mathemati-
cal model is provided. Afterward, the paper proposes the methodology for the FFR control
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strategy. Then, case studies are described, followed by simulation results and discussion.
Finally, closing remarks and future work are presented in the Section 5 and 6.

2. Theoretical Background

This section aims to provide a theoretical foundation that can lead to the basic conclu-
sions of how the FFR control strategy should be designed. For the sake of simplicity, the
dynamic model of a two-area system is presented, and the model can be generalized for
different configurations of an n-area system. A simplified linearized model of a two-area
system can be described by differential equations [33]:

d∆ f1

dt
=

1
2× H1

(
−KD

1 ∆ f1 − ∆P− ∆p12

)
, (1)

d∆ f2

dt
=

1
2× H2

(
−KD

2 ∆ f2 + α12∆p12

)
, (2)

where ∆f 1 and ∆f 2 are the relative frequency deviations from the nominal frequencies in
areas 1 and 2, respectively, α12 is the areas’ base power ratio and H1 and H2 correspond to
equivalent inertia constants of areas. The coefficients K1

D and K2
D represent the damping

coefficient of areas 1 and 2, respectively. The tie-line load flow change ∆p12 between
areas 1 and 2, following the disturbance ∆P in area 1, can be expressed as:

∆p12 = ms × ∆θ12, (3)

where ms corresponds to the synchronizing power coefficient, defined as:

mS =
dP12

dθ12

∣∣∣∣
θ120

=
U′1U′2
X′12

cos θ12, (4)

In Equation (4), U1
′ and U2

′ represent bus voltages at the ends of the tie-line, X12
′ is

the tie-line reactance and θ12 is the phase angle difference at the ends of the tie-line. The
synchronizing power coefficient is inversely proportional to the length of the connecting
line. For weakly coupled areas (longer tie-line), ms has a smaller value.

Equation (3) can be expressed as:

d∆p12

dt
= ms(∆ f1 − ∆ f2), (5)

A system of first-order differential Equations (1), (2) and (5) represents the dynamic
model of a two-area interconnected power system. This simplified model does not include
a change in generator power output due to the primary frequency response, since the
time interval of interest for FFR is only a few seconds after a disturbance. The adopted
assumption is reasonable because the generators providing primary response services need
time to ramp up and increase their power output. FFR is expected to be activated in one
second after a disturbance.

For simplicity, and without significant loss of generality, it was adopted that α12 = 1
and K1

D/H1 ≈ K2
D/H2, which provides the possibility of finding analytical solutions to

the system of differential equations.
With the assumption that the frequencies in areas 1 and 2 are equal to the nominal

value before the disturbance, the frequency responses have the following analytical form:

∆ f1 =

(
H

4H2
1 δ
− 1

4H1δ

)
∆P
(

1− e−2δt
)
− H

2H2
1 ω

∆Pe−δt sin ωt, (6)

∆ f2 = − H
4H1H2δ

∆P
(

1− e−2δt
)
+

H
2H1H2ω

∆Pe−δt sin ωt, (7)
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In expressions (6) and (7), symbol H represents equivalent inertia constants of a
two-area system, defined as:

H =
H1H2

H1 + H2
, (8)

ω is the frequency of inter-area oscillations:

ω =

√√√√ ms

2H
−
(

KD
1

4H1

)2

, (9)

where ∆ represents a damping coefficient of inter-area oscillations, defined as:

δ =
KD

1
4H1

. (10)

Considering the fact that the tie-line load flow change ∆p12 at the initial moment is
equal to zero, the initial value of the RoCoF in area 1, where the disturbance occurred, can
be calculated using Equation (1), and it depends only on the magnitude of the disturbance
and the inertia of that area:

RoCoF10 =
∆P

2× H1
, (11)

The initial value of the RoCoF in area 2, based on Equation (2), is equal to zero.
The RoCoF in area 1 is the largest in the initial moment (frequency declines after a

disturbance and the RoCoF has a negative value, but we used the terms that are the largest
and the maximum related to the absolute value of RoCoF), and the largest value of the
RoCoF in area 2 and the moment when it occurs depend on inertia distribution, the value
of the synchronizing power coefficient (distance from the location of the disturbance) and
the damping coefficient. The maximum values of the RoCoF in area 1 and area 2 and in the
moment when it occurs, depending on inertia distribution, are presented in Figure 1. If area
2 has smaller inertia than area 1, the maximum value of the RoCoF in area 2 is greater than
in the case when area 2 has bigger inertia than area 1. Low-inertia area 2 is also affected by
the disturbance sooner than the high-inertia area, which is identically distant from area 1.
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Figure 2 shows the maximum absolute value of the RoCoF in area 1 and area 2, as well
as the moment this value occurs depending on area distance, i.e., the value of synchronizing
power coefficient. As seen in Figure 2, in a weaker-connected system, the difference in
the maximum values of the RoCoF in areas 1 and 2 is larger than in a stronger-connected
system, and it takes more time to reach the highest value of the RoCoF in area 2, as well.
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The results demonstrate that more distant areas are affected by the disturbance later and
with less intensity than the closer ones.
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Figure 2. The maximum values of RoCoF in areas depending on area distance.

The influence of the dumping coefficient on the maximum values of the RoCoF is
negligible and therefore is not shown here.

The difference in the frequency responses of areas 1 and 2 is dictated by inter-area
oscillations, and these differences enable spatially dependent local frequency control. In the
short period immediately after the disturbance, there is still no significant effect of primary
frequency control, and accordingly, the turbine regulator is omitted in the considered
model. Moreover, the existence of a power system stabilizer does not affect the differences
in frequency responses in the time frame of a few seconds immediately after the disturbance.
Therefore, further analysis can be limited to the evaluation of the influence of synchronizing
power coefficients and inertia distribution as key factors influencing the frequency and
amplitude of inter-area oscillations.

The frequency of inter-area oscillations, depending on inertia distribution, and syn-
chronizing power are shown in Figure 3; Figure 4, respectively. The graphics show that, in
the case of weak interconnection, the inter-area frequencies are lower compared to the case
of strong interconnection, in which areas are less distant. Lower inter-area frequencies are
also experienced in the case when area 2 has bigger inertia than area 1.
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Figure 4. The frequency of inter-area oscillations depending on the synchronizing power coefficient.

The values of the RoCoF in areas 1 and 2 for different frequencies of inter-area oscilla-
tions are presented in Figure 5; Figure 6, respectively. With smaller frequencies of inter-area
oscillations, there are greater differences in the values and time delays of the areas’ RoCoF,
whereas with higher frequencies of inter-area oscillations, RoCoF changes are transmitted
much faster in other parts of the system. The FFR control strategy can use these delays
in the appearance of the RoCoF; therefore, the fastest and largest FFR is performed in the
area where the disturbance occurred, before activating FFR in other areas. The obtained
results indicate that, shortly after the disturbance, frequency and RoCoF differ more in the
less connected areas, and it takes more time for the frequency to become uniform in the
entire interconnection.
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Such results are in favor of the FFR that is triggered by the RoCoF value because the
resources that are closer to the disturbance respond sooner. The analysis also confirms that
the neighboring area of lower inertia is affected by the disturbance sooner and that the
RoCoF is higher compared to the neighboring area of higher inertia. This conclusion is
positive from the perspective of FFR activation because resources in low-inertia parts of the
system, which are also more endangered by disturbances, are dispatched more quickly and
in greater numbers.
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3. A Novel Approach for the Implementation of Fast Frequency Control in Low-Inertia
Power Systems Based on Local Measurements and Provision Costs

The conclusions from the previous section indicate that differences in frequency
responses in different parts of the system, within the first few seconds following the
disturbance, allow spatially dependent activation of FFR that is based only on local RoCoF
measurements. Therefore, FFR service providers located in different nodes do not need to
exchange information and can act completely independently. Consequently, this eliminates
the need for placing new communication infrastructure and enables prompt responses,
as there are no unpredictable time delays due to data flow. Since the control decision is
made on the resource side, the delays are determined only by the FFR response delay,
the limitations of the control loops and the FFR resource itself. In the worst case, when
the measurement is not performed at the connection point of the FFR service provider,
the delays that must also be anticipated relate to the transmission of the RoCoF signal
from the nearest measurement point in the system to the FFR service provider itself. With
this concept, it is also easy to integrate new FFR service providers in different nodes. An
overview of the FFR control strategy for one of the areas of the power system is illustrated
in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7, the area can have many different FFR resources (energy
storage, PVs, wind turbines, demand response, etc.) located in different nodes of the area.
Each FFR resource gets RoCoF measurements from the nearest PMU device, and the same
PMU device can be used for more than one FFR resource. FFR reserves are divided into
stages that are or are not dispatched, depending on the RoCoF value obtained by the
associated PMU device and the defined threshold levels for FFR stage activation.
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Each resource providing the FFR has one local controller and PMU device connected
at the same or close connection point. The transmission network is divided into coherency
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zones (areas) that experience similar frequency behavior during disturbances (Figure 8). To
this end, the necessary step in designing the FFR control scheme is to determine coherent
areas based on the analysis of system dynamics.
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In this case, coherence is related to the PMU measurements and not to the generators’
behavior, so the coherence can be measured by the time delay between the occurrence of
the RoCoF maximum at the measurement points in the system. This criterion defines a
coherent zone as an area in which these differences are less than the given values. The
identification of a cluster of busses with similar frequency behavior following a disturbance
in the system is presented in [34] using a coherency identification technique based on a
Wide Area Measurement System that is robust in the presence of noise in the measured
signal. In this way, the spatial distribution of resources that are expected to be activated
after a disturbance in some part of the system is defined. The FFR reserves in the area of
the disturbance are activated immediately. The FFR reserves in other areas are activated
later or not activated at all, since they may experience delays in RoCoF behavior compared
to the RoCoF in the area of the disturbance. In addition, it should be considered that the
activation of the FFR reserve in the area of the disturbance immediately after the event
dynamically reduces the need for FFR activation in other areas. In this way, the reserve
closer to the disturbance is predominantly used and thus reduces changes in power flows
in the system as well as the stability problems that accompany them. At this point, it
must be stressed that we can give a basis to determine the significance to FFR resources by
activation closer to the disturbance, and this can be further used in frequency deviation
optimization procedures, such as in [32]. This is an additional value of this paper.

The total required FFR control reserves in the system are determined for the case of
the most critical disturbance to keep the frequency above the defined limit. To adjust the
required level of activated reserves in less critical situations, FFR resources are apportioned
in Nst stages that are triggered at different values of the RoCoF. Stage FFRi is triggered if
the RoCoF value is greater than RoCoFi, and it is fully deployed after time tupi after the
activation. td is the time needed for reliable measurements of the RoCoF and the delay
in FFR onset. The provision of the FFR is assumed to linearly increase with time until it
reaches a constant value (Figure 9):

FFR(t) =
Nst

∑
i=1

FFRi(t) , (12)

FFRi(t) =

{
0 RoCoF(0+) < RoCoFi

FFRa
i (t) RoCoF(0+) ≥ RoCoFi

, (13)
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FFRa
i (t) =


0 t < td
FFRi
tupi
× (t− td) td ≤ t ≤ tupi

FFRi t > tupi + td

+ td, (14)
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Although a smaller number of FFR stages provides simpler control that is easier to
implement, a larger number of FFR stages frequency support that is more tailored to the
disturbance. The number of stages is limited by the requirement that the FFR control
should be fast and that all stages should be activated well before the frequency reaches
nadir (usually of the order of a few seconds). On the other hand, the requirements of
selectivity of multi-stage control are determined by the differences in frequency responses
of individual parts of the system conditioned by inter-area oscillations. The difference
between the stages is the FFR ramp-up rate and the RoCoF threshold value for activation.
The first stage is activated at the lowest RoCoF threshold value, and it is the slowest one.
The second FFR stage is activated at a higher value of RoCoF, and it is faster, i.e., it takes
less time to reach the full capacity of the allocated stage reserve than the first stage. Each
following stage is activated at higher RoCoF values, and each stage is faster than the
previous one. The last FFR stage is the fastest one, and it is triggered by the highest RoCoF
value. In this way, the multi-stage solution provides that, in the case of smaller disturbances
and smaller values of RoCoF as well, slower (and assuming cheaper) FFR reserves are
dispatched because the frequency stability is less compromised.

The number of FFR stages is not uniform, and it varies depending on the location of
the resource and the volume of the existing reserve. In areas with low inertia, the number
of degrees should be greater, as such locations are more sensitive to disturbances. RoCoF
threshold levels are pre-defined based on a day-ahead dispatch plan. The number of stages
and thresholds is defined by the TSO, and a comprehensive evaluation of those values is out
of the scope of this paper. A detailed assessment of the power system may inspire practical
criteria for the definition of threshold values and corresponding reserves to be activated.

Although the total FFR reserve in the system is determined based on the most critical
expected disturbance in the whole system, the reserve in each area is determined based
on the desired share in covering the expected critical event in the area. Each area has a
targeted amount of response and a defined sequence for FRR resources to be deployed.
Having multiple stages dispatched at different values of RoCoF is the way to define the
order in which FFR resources are dispatched.

The RoCoF threshold value for the last stage of FFR in the area is determined consider-
ing the expected magnitude of the disturbance in the area and the inertia constant of the
area, using Equation (11). The RoCoF value obtained by this expression is the maximum
expected RoCoF for disturbance in that area, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The RoCoF
threshold value for the last stage of FFR in the area should be slightly less than the expected
maximum RoCoF, provided that all FFR stages (full reserve) are dispatched in the case of
the most critical disturbance. The optimal RoCoF threshold values for other stages of FFR
should be calculated with day-ahead scheduling and reserve planning, and they require
detailed system data and a list of potential outages. For each potential disturbance in
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that area, the frequency response should be analyzed for the forecasted operating state,
and the maximum RoCoF as well as the needed FFR reserve should be obtained. Using
the statistical analyses, the optimal RoCoF threshold values for other stages can be calcu-
lated to provide FFR support that is suitable to the size of the disturbance. It should be
pointed out that RoCoF threshold values can be adjusted on an hourly basis to provide
the most adequate response for possible disturbances, since the operating state and inertia
distribution vary over time. Nevertheless, the simple method used when RoCoF threshold
values are chosen to be equidistant can also provide a response that is relative to the size of
the disturbance, since the maximum RoCoF is proportional to the size of the disturbance
(Equation (11)).

Based on analyses provided in the previous section, the proposed multi-stage FFR
control strategy that is triggered by RoCoF ensures that more FFR reserves can be activated
in systems with less inertia as well as in the area closer to disturbance. It also provides that,
in the strongly coupled parts, the simultaneous activation of the reserve ensures more even
distribution of frequency support.

Potential FFR Market Structure That Enables Ranking FFR Resources Based on Reserve
Provision Costs

FFR service markets must be designed and the cost of provided service should be
determined through this market mechanism. It is important to design a proper FFR
control strategy to ensure system security first and then to base market structures on that
foundation. The market design should allow TSOs to pay for the reservation of reserve
capacities. Participants offer a capacity price bid and a mileage price bid, and then the
system operator credits the participants. In such an arrangement, winning resources are
obligated to provide FFR service when called upon, in return for a fixed revenue stream.
Payments can also include the energy delivered element if the FFR resource is utilized.
Figure 10 shows the timeline and cost associated with the FFR service. In day-ahead
planning, TSO quantifies the needs for FFR reserve and allocates the FFR resources for
every hour of the following day. During real-time operations, FFR resources are deployed in
the case of a disturbance; otherwise, they are not utilized. If a disturbance happens, the TSO
pays the procurement and deployment costs for FFR service in settlement time; if not, the
TSO pays just procurement costs for keeping FFR resources reserved. A market organized in
this way allows the TSO to prioritize the appropriate FFR resources depending on the price
for energy delivered. FFR provision cost can be used as a criterion to rank FFR resources
in a merit order system based on an ascending order of price, prioritizing resources that
are less expensive; therefore, the TSO can reduce costs for FFR control ancillary service.
Having a multi-stage approach instead of a one-stage approach provides more suitable
FFR support proportional to the size of the disturbance, but it also has economic benefits.
The proposed multi-stage FFR control strategy in which different stages are triggered at
different values of RoCoF enables the incorporation of a merit order system by assigning
different FFR reserves to the stage based on its rank (Figure 11). Less expensive FFR
reserves are prioritized and are activated at lower RoCoF values, and they are dispatched
in the case of less critical disturbances. More expensive FFR reserves are dispatched at
higher RoCoF values only in the case of severe disturbances. In this way, the TSO can cut
costs related to FFR provision.
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4. Case Studies and Simulation Results

The performance of the proposed FFR control strategy is validated through computer-
based dynamic simulations of a simple three-area power system and an IEEE 68-bus system.
A three-area power system model is used to test the performance of the FFR in a multi-area
system for different grid strengths and different levels and regionalities of inertia. The
simulations performed using this system are intended to give basic insight into the spatial
activation of FFR after a disturbance and to provide an indication of the influence of FFR
resource location. Furthermore, the simulations on the IEEE 68-bus system should confirm
the applicability of the proposed control strategy in complex power systems.

The system and frequency responses in various scenarios were simulated using MAT-
LAB/Simulink. It should be noted that the secondary frequency control to restore system
frequency to nominal values is not of relevance in these analyses and was not implemented
in the simulations. This service is usually activated within 2–15 min after the frequency de-
viation, and the FFR is an emergency service that ensures that frequency does not collapse
after a severe contingency. Therefore, only primary frequency control is implemented by
applying a corresponding droop coefficient to the generator model. It should be empha-
sized that the activation times of the FFR provider were not considered, and time delays
only relate to the length of measurement windows, which are the same in every simulation
and are equal to 500 ms. At this point, we did not consider the impact of different delays
imposed by PMU measurements or the noisy impact of the derivative action to obtain the
RoCoF. Regarding FFR resource capabilities, the ramp-up rate is demonstrated to be the
most important one, and the response delay does not appear to be very significant [22].
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4.1. Simulations on a Simple Three-Area System

A generic three-area test system was created, as displayed in Figure 12. Each area
has aggregated synchronous generation, non-synchronous generation, load and FFR and
is represented as a low-order System Frequency Response (SFR) model [35]. The test
system was created to be representative of a future low-inertia system considering the
heterogeneous distribution of inertia in the system. Area1 represents a low-inertia part of
the system where non-synchronous generation comprises 70% of the load, and Area2 has a
50% share of non-synchronous generation, whereas Area3 has a 30% share.
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The important parameters for each area are given in Table 1. Without the loss of
generality, it was adopted that all areas have the same demand and the same amount
of FFR reserves. The modelled FFR is representative of an aggregation of multiple FFR
services, and, in this step, the focus is not on the resource providers and characteristics
of response as response delay, ramp-up rate and FFR capacity. It should be noted that
the number of FFR stages and RoCoF threshold values are not of significant importance
in these studies. In practical circumstances, the number of stages and RoCoF threshold
values should be determined based on the system state before a disturbance. The difference
between the stages is the FFR ramp-up rate. In the simulations, different provision costs
were incorporated within different ramp-up rates, assuming that a slower reserve costs less,
as shown in Table 2. The first stage activates at the lowest value of the RoCoF, and it takes
more time to reach the full capacity of the allocated stage reserve, whereas the last FFR stage
is the fastest one. In this way, the multi-stage solution provides that, in the case of smaller
disturbances and smaller values of the RoCoF as well, slower (cheaper) FFR reserves are
dispatched because the frequency stability is less compromised. It should be pointed out
that the RoCoF threshold value for the last stage of FFR is defined based on Equation (11),
according to the largest magnitude of the expected disturbance in that area and the inertia
of that area. RoCoF threshold values for other stages of FFR are chosen to be equidistant
since the precise definition of the optimal RoCoF threshold values require comprehensive
analyses of frequency response for all potential disturbances, and this will be conducted
in further research. Moreover, the number of FFR stages was arbitrarily chosen, and it
was guided by the assumption that it was large enough to show the selectivity of the FFR
reserve and the advantages of the multi-stage method and yet not too large to make the
results clearer.

Table 1. Three-area test system data.

Area Demand [GW] FFR [MW] Inertia [s]

Area1 4 120 3
Area2 4 120 5
Area3 4 120 7
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Table 2. Multi-stage FFR parameters.

FFR Stage Activated at RoCoF [Hz/s] Fully Available in [s] Provision Price [€/MWs]

1 0.1 1 1
2 0.2 0.75 2
3 0.3 0.5 3

To investigate the influence of distance from the location of the disturbance on FFR,
three system configurations were developed:

• Case 1.1: Strongly coupled areas;
• Case 1.2: Weakly coupled areas;
• Case 1.3: Different lengths of connection lines.

It should be noted that the term Strong/Weak grid in the manuscript is related to
grid strength with respect to strongly/weakly coupled grids. Strongly coupled grids have
shorter connection lines, and areas are electrically closer compared to weak grids, where
areas are more electrically distant.

The relevant values are presented in Table 3. Configurations differ in line lengths, and
the same disturbance was simulated in the medium-inertia area.

Table 3. Simulation data for determining the impact of grid strength.

Case 1–2 Line
Length [p.u.]

1–3 Line
Length [p.u.]

2–3 Line
Length [p.u.]

Size of
Disturbance [MW]

Location of
Disturbance

1.1 1 1 1 320 Area2
1.2 5 5 5 320 Area2
1.3 5 3 1 320 Area2

Figure 13 shows a 3-area test system response in the case of a disturbance in Area2,
when the grid is strong, i.e., the connecting lines are short. The RoCoF was the largest in
the area of disturbance, and it was equal to 0.400 Hz/s. Area1 and Area3 experienced the
disturbance later, and the largest RoCoF values happened half a second later, which were
equal to 0.246 Hz/s and 0.227 Hz/s, respectively. The frequency nadir was the biggest in
Area1, where the frequency reached 49.79 Hz but was very similar in other areas. Regarding
the amount of activated FFR reserves, in Area2, where the disturbance happened, three
stages of FFR were dispatched, whereas in neighboring areas only two were dispatched.
Nevertheless, SI and droop control resulted in lower frequencies compared to the proposed
multi-stage FFR control. Moreover, droop control does not recognize the location of the
disturbance and provides a similar response in all areas. SI control provides the biggest
support in the area of disturbance, but its support diminishes fast, since the RoCoF sets off
towards zero after a disturbance. As a result, primary frequency control is dispatched more
in the case of SI as well droop control.

The test system response in the case of an identical disturbance when the areas were
weakly coupled is shown in Figure 14. The RoCoF was the largest in the area of the
disturbance, and it was equal to 0.400 Hz/s. Area1 and Area3 experienced the disturbance
afterwards, and the largest RoCoF values happened about one second later, which were
equal to 0.174 Hz/s and 0.143 Hz/s, respectively. The frequency nadir was the biggest
in Area2, where the frequency reached 49.72 Hz. Regarding the amount of activated FFR
reserves, in Area2, where the disturbance happened, three stages of FFR were dispatched,
whereas in neighboring areas only one was dispatched. Comparing cases 1.1 and 1.2, it
can be concluded that, although the size and location of the disturbance were the same
in both studies if the grid was stronger, areas’ frequency responses were more similar.
On the other hand, a weaker grid resulted in greater differences in frequency responses
from individual areas. As a result, less FFR reserves were dispatched, and the area of the
disturbance took over greater responsibility in maintaining the frequency within the limits.
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It can be concluded that grid strength did not affect the initial RoCoF value in the area of
the disturbance, but it greatly affected RoCoF values in the neighboring areas. In the case of
a strong connection, RoCoF values in neighboring areas were closer to RoCoF values in the
disturbance area, whereas in the case of a weak connection, RoCoF values differed more
because areas were further from the disturbance. Delays due to weak connecting lines were
greater, and activating the FFR in the area affected by the failure “reduced” the disturbance
that other systems see until the moment of the dispatch of their FFR resource. Moreover,
when compared with SI and droop control, the multi-stage FFR control enables better
frequency response. The biggest advantage of the proposed control is that it recognizes the
location of the disturbance and provides the biggest response in the area of the disturbance,
in contrast to SI and droop control in which frequency support is similar in each area.
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The system response in the case when areas are not equally distant is shown in
Figure 15. The RoCoF was the largest in Area2 with a value of 0.400 Hz/s. Area1 and Area3
experienced the disturbance later, and the largest RoCoF values were equal to 0.174 Hz/s
and 0.222 Hz/s, respectively. Although Area3 represents the high-inertia part of the system,
it experienced higher RoCoF values compared to low-inertia Area1 because it was closer
to the disturbance. Regarding the amount of activated FFR reserves, in Area2, where the
disturbance happened, three stages of FFR were dispatched. In Area3, which was closer,
two stages were deployed, whereas in Area1, which was farther, only one was deployed.
Simulations confirm that the proposed FFR control strategy considered the locational
impact of the disturbance and dispatched more reserves in areas that were electrically
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closer to the disturbance. Similar to cases 1.1 and 1.2, SI and droop control were not able
to recognize the locational impact of disturbances and provided a similar response in all
areas. Furthermore, SI and droop control resulted in lower frequencies compared to the
proposed multi-stage FFR control, which can be critical in the case of large disturbances.
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To investigate the potential effects of nonuniform inertia distribution in the grid on
FFR, two simulations were performed:

• Case 2.1: Disturbance in a low-inertia area;
• Case 2.2: Disturbance in a high-inertia area.

The performed disturbances in different areas are of the same size, and all transmission
lines connecting areas have the same length. Detailed data about the analyzed scenarios
are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Simulation data for determining the impact of inertia distribution.

Case Size of Disturbance [MW] Location of Disturbance

2.1 320 Area1
2.2 320 Area3
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Figure 16 shows a 3-area test system response in the case of a disturbance in a low-
inertia area. The RoCoF and the frequency nadir were the largest in the low-inertia area,
and Area2 and Area3 experienced the disturbance later. Adequate FFR reserves were
dispatched later than they were in the area of disturbance. The maximum RoCoF in Area1
occurred immediately after the disturbance, and it was equal to 0.667 Hz/s. In Area2 and
Area3, the largest RoCoF values happened about one second later, and they were equal to
0.204 Hz/s and 0.177 Hz/s, respectively. The minimum frequency in Area1 was 49.66 Hz,
whereas in Area2 and Area3 the frequency reached 49.76 Hz and 49.78 Hz, respectively.
Regarding the amount of activated FFR reserves, in Area1, where the disturbance occurred,
three stages of FFR were dispatched. In Area2, two were activated, whereas in Area3 only
one was activated. Area2 had smaller inertia than Area3 and therefore was more sensitive
to the disturbance in the neighboring area, although they were equally distant from the
disturbance. These results were expected, since the low-inertia area was more sensitive to
the disturbance. On the other hand, neither SI nor droop control recognized the distribution
of inertia, and as a result, they did not deploy more reserves in low-inertia parts of the
system. The simulations show the dominance of the proposed multi-stage FFR control
over SI and droop control in the case of nonuniform inertia distribution, as it deploys more
reserves in more vulnerable parts of the systems.
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The system response in the case of a same-sized disturbance in the high-inertia area
is shown in Figure 17. The RoCoF was the largest in the area of the disturbance, and the
largest amount of reserve was dispatched there. The maximum RoCoF in Area3 occurred
immediately after the disturbance, and it was equal to 0.286 Hz/s. In Area1 and Area2, the
largest RoCoF values happened about one second later, and they were equal to 0.182 Hz/s
and 0.178 Hz/s, respectively. The minimum frequency in Area3 was 49.72 Hz, whereas in
Area1 and Area2, the frequency reached 49.76 Hz and 49.71 Hz, respectively. Although the
system and disturbance size were the same as they were in Case 2.1, a different amount of
reserve was dispatched because the disturbance happened in a high-inertia area. However,
for both cases, the frequency nadir of all areas was very similar. Concerning the initial
RoCoF value in the disturbance area in cases 2.1 and 2.2., it can be concluded that the
RoCoF was larger in the low-inertia area. Regarding RoCoF values in the neighboring
areas, they were also larger when the disturbance happened in the low-inertia area. It can
be concluded that, if the disturbance happens in the low-inertia part of the system, it has
bigger consequences on system frequency stability compared to the same-sized disturbance
in the high inertia part of the system. Therefore, more FFR reserves should be deployed.
Simulations confirm that the implemented FFR control strategy considers the heterogeneity
of power system inertia and dispatches more reserves in the areas with low inertia that are
more vulnerable to disturbances (Figure 18). In regard to SI and droop control, the results
are similar to those of Case 2.1. They did not consider inertia distribution and provided
similar frequency responses in all areas. Moreover, they resulted in lower frequencies
compared to the proposed control. In conclusion, the results show that the proposed
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multi-stage FFR control provides a better and more adequate frequency response compared
to SI and droop control.
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On the economic side, Figure 19 shows the total provision costs when FFR stages are
ranked in merit order based on resource provision costs compared to the case when there is
no prioritization of low-cost resources. The provision costs of the FFR service during the
event is reduced when applying low-cost resource prioritization.
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4.2. Simulations on an IEEE 68-Bus System

The IEEE 68-bus system consists of five well-connected areas (A1-A5), and it is a
standard test system for dynamic stability analysis [36,37]. Area 1 represents the New
England system, area 2 is the system of New York and areas 3, 4 and 5 are represented by an
equivalent generator. The state described in [37] was selected as the initial operating state.
The load disturbance, which is equivalent to 5% of the total system load, was simulated at
bus 68. Two scenarios were considered: the baseline scenario without FFR, and the scenario
with three-stage FFR of a capacity of 0.1% of the total system load, implemented in each
area. The adopted parameters for the FFR are identical to those in the previous subsection
(Table 2), and the FFR providers are connected at buses 20, 31, 41, 42 and 18 (Figure 20).

Figure 21 shows the frequency response after disturbance in Area 1. The solid lines
show the frequencies measured at generator buses in the scenario without FFR, whereas
the dashed lines show the frequencies at the same buses when FFR is implemented in each
area. It can be seen that the generators that belong to the same area have similar frequency
behaviors after the disturbance and therefore belong to the same coherent zone. When
comparing the generator frequencies for both scenarios, it can be noticed that the frequency
deviations are smaller when the FFR is implemented. These results show that the proposed
FFR control strategy provides better frequency values compared to the base case.
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Figure 21. Frequencies at generator buses after disturbance in Area 1.

Figure 22 shows RoCoF values measured at generator buses. The RoCoF is the highest
at buses that are close to the disturbance location, and the maximum RoCoF decreases as it
goes farther from the disturbance. Moreover, the maximum value of RoCoF is reached later
if the bus is farther from the disturbance.

As a direct consequence, the FFR is activated first in the area where the disturbance
occurrs, as shown in Figure 23. Moreover, all stages of the FFR are dispatched in Area 1,
since the RoCoF values are the highest there. The FFR reserves in Area 2, which are closest
to the area where the disturbance occurrs, are activated next. The moments of activation
of the FFR in areas 3, 4 and 5 are very similar. Area 3 is electrically more distant to the
location of disturbance than areas 4 and 5, and therefore the FFR is activated a little later
than it is in areas 4 and 5. In regard to the number of activated FFR stages, in Area 1 where
the disturbance happens, all three stages of the FFR are dispatched. In Area 2, which is
closer to the disturbance, two stages are dispatched, whereas in areas 3, 4 and 5, only one
stage of FFR is dispatched. This confirms that the proposed FFR control strategy considers
the locational impact of the disturbance and dispatches more reserves in areas electrically
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closer to the disturbance. In this way, further propagation of the disturbance through other
parts of the system is decreased and slowed down, as shown in Figure 24. The active power
flow change on interconnecting lines between Areas 1 and 2 is less when the proposed FFR
control strategy is implemented. Therefore, the effects of the disturbance are localized in
the area responsible for the generation-load mismatch.
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Figure 23. FFR in different areas.

Figure 25 shows the total provision costs when the FFR stages are ranked in merit order
based on resource provision costs, compared to the case when there is no prioritization of
low-cost resources. The provision cost of the FFR service during the event is reduced when
applying low-cost resource prioritization.
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5. Conclusions

This paper addresses the frequency stability issue in a low-inertia power system. It
proposes a simple design of an FFR control strategy that relies on local measurements of
RoCoF and does not need communication infrastructure. As such, it represents a low-
cost solution and also avoids time delays due to data transmission. Moreover, by setting
a threshold to the measured RoCoF value, the proposed control strategy enables rapid
detection of critical frequency events, well before the frequency value drops below the
set threshold limit, which consequently enables timely activation of the fast frequency
response. The multi-stage principle is introduced as a simple way to deploy reserves
proportional to the disturbance and to reduce deployment costs for the FFR ancillary
service while respecting the spatial characteristics of the available reserve. The proposed
FFR control scheme considers the non-uniform distribution of inertia in the system and the
location of the disturbance. By having several stages that are activated at different values
of RoCoF, it has been achieved that most reserves are activated closer to the disturbance
and in low-inertia parts of the system, which, as a result, minimizes the propagation of
the disturbance’s impact on system stability. Furthermore, the novelty of the proposed
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solutions lies in the fact that this control strategy can rank different kinds of FFR resources
based on location and performance and can prioritize the use of low-cost reserves in the
case of less severe disturbances. In this way, the economic aspect is also included. Basic
insight into the spatial activation of fast frequency control after a disturbance is obtained by
simulations on a simple three-area system. The simulations confirm that the implemented
FFR control strategy considers the heterogeneity of power system inertia and locational
impact of the disturbance, and it dispatches more reserves in areas with low inertia that
are electrically closer to the disturbance. Simulations on the IEEE 68-bus system confirm
the applicability of the proposed control strategy and verify that the implemented FFR
decreases and slows down further propagation of the disturbance through other parts of
the system.

6. Future Work

Future work will include the validation of the proposed control strategy using a
real-time HIL platform and different FFR resources. Moreover, a detailed method for
determining threshold levels of multi-stage FFR activation will be developed, as well as a
comprehensive calculation of the amount and number of stages of FFR reserves in different
areas. These analyses require detailed system data and a list of potential outages and should
be conducted with day-ahead scheduling and reserve planning. Furthermore, an assess-
ment of the locational impact of FFR reserves based on contributions to frequency stability
will be also investigated in future research. A method to valorize fast frequency support
procurement by different FFR resources will be proposed as a result of these analyses.
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